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have pretty much all the features you need.
The present invention relates to a method

for controlling the setting of a variable
pattern in a printing unit, in which the

pattern to be set in this printing unit, as a
function of a set value, can be stored in a
memory and in the process be read out of
the memory and set in the printing unit. A

printing unit with a number of printing
cylinders in the form of a printing group is
known from German Patent 40 08 995 C1.

With this printing group the printing
pressure for a respective printing process
can be variably set. The printing pressure

can be set as a function of an input signal in
a sensor or in another input device. This

input signal can be analog or discrete. The
output signal (printing pressure) of the

sensor or input device is converted into a
signal of a digitalized form that can be used
as a set value for the printing pressure. In

the printing unit this set value is stored into
a memory, and when a new printing order
is received, the set value for the printing
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pressure is read out of the memory and can
be set in the printing unit, and so the new
printing order. One disadvantage of this

type of control is that the set value cannot
be prevented from being stored in a

memory in an inappropriate form. Thus, it is
possible for the control of the printing unit

not to set the set value properly or as a
function of the printing order, but rather as
a set value which is stored in the memory

in such a way that it corresponds to the last
writing of the set value in the memory. If
this set value is printed, it can be wrongly
interpreted. In this document, this problem

is solved by the setting value being
presented to the unit
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provides serialization of AWS query
requests, and responses. package query

//go:generate go run -tags codegen../../../m
odels/protocol_tests/generate.go../../../mode

ls/protocol_tests/input/query.json
build_test.go import ( "net/url"

"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go/aws/awserr"
"github.com/aws/aws-sdk-go/aws/request" "

github.com/aws/aws-sdk-
go/private/protocol/query/queryutil" ) //

BuildHandler is a request handler for
building query protocol requests var
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BuildHandler =
request.NamedHandler{Name:

"awssdk.query.Build", Fn: Build} // Build
builds a request for an AWS Query service.
func Build(r *request.Request) { body :=

url.Values{ "Action": {r.Operation.Name},
"Version": {r.ClientInfo.APIVersion}, } if err
:= queryutil.Parse(body, r.Params, false);

err!= nil { r.Error =
awserr.New(request.ErrCodeSerialization,

"failed decoding Query request", err) return
} if!r.IsPresigned() { r.HTTPRequest.Method

= "POST"
r.HTTPRequest.Header.Set("Content-Type",

"application/x-www-form-urlencoded;
charset=utf-8")

r.SetBufferBody([]byte(body.Encode())) }
else { // This is a pre-signed request

r.HTTPRequest.Method = " 6d1f23a050
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